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The increased awareness and sophistication of
consumers have created the expectation for
improving quality in fruits. Visual inspection of
fruits has its limitations. The ASU SciHub group
has developed a miniature highly-accurate LED
based UV/VIS/IR spectrometer that could be made
because of recent advances in thin-film
technology. Also the available spectrometer is
expensive. The spectrometer will marketed for
under $20. It will determine fruit quality and
ripeness
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SciHUB miniature spectrometer can be economically 
competitive to other complex spectrometers. The 
infrared session between  880 and 940 nm wavelength 
of LEDs could tell the ripeness of fruits. The 
spectrometer was effective in measuring fruit data
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The spectrometer was built using eight different
LEDs with different wavelengths. The LEDs was
soldered on the PCB with the addition of resistor
and photodiode. The PCB is then connected to the
Arduino board using an connecting wire. The
housing or case of the spectrometer was 3D
printed. All parts were assembled appropriately to
achieve a complete spectrometer..

• A mobile app (Blue fruit) was used to operate the 
spectrometer

• Data was collected on the laptop using the Arduino 
IDE app

• An area on the specimen(Fruits) is marked. Testing is 
made at the area for consistent results.
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• During testing, some fruits deteriorates faster than 
others.

• LED’s below  500nm didn't give variations of results, 
hence was difficult to analyse

1. Fruits suffers greatly from postharvest losses
2. Most spectrometers are complex and cost in 
the thousands.
3. making  a cheap miniature spectrometer to 
determine the quality and ripeness of fruits.
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• I assembled and built six 6 spectrometers with 
proper supervision from my mentors.

• Measured apples, watermelon, lemon, Avocados, 
mango, lime.

• Proper familiarization of the use of the blue fruit 
app to operate the spectrometer.

A graph of Reflectance against wavelengths. Data from 
results for Hass Avocados for 12 days (scene student)


